HOW DOES IT WORK?

1. Students are given bottles to collect change and information cards to
explain the projects to parents.
2. Students take home the bottles, fill them with change with the help of

WHAT IS IT?

family and friends, and bring them back by a scheduled deadline.

project specifically for students. While it provides an easy and fun way for

YOUR ROLE:

Miles Perret Cancer Services designed the Change for Miles service
your child to learn about giving back, it also has a direct impact on the

It’s that easy!

lives of families who are fighting, surviving and living with cancer.

1. Schedule a Kick-Off day and Collection day.

By collecting loose change in a Change for Miles bottle, students can

2. Encourage your students to participate.

join the Quest for Coins. The primary goal of the Quest is to help students

(Internal incentives or contests are suggested, but optional.)

discover the difference their change can make to help local families fight

OUR ROLE:

cancer.

1. Give a brief presentation to your students, explaining the program and
The more bottles they fill, the more local families are helped.

giving them information about Miles Perret Cancer Services.

For more information, visit: MilesPerret.org/Change-for-Miles

WHY PARTICIPATE?

MPCS is a haven for individuals and families fighting, surviving and living
with cancer. We provide emotional support, guidance, material resources
(nutritional supplements, wigs, turbans, supplies), programs and most of
all, hope.

2. Provide bottles and information cards to take home.
3. Come back on collection day and collect the bottles. Report the collection amounts after counting is complete.
4. Reward your efforts with a commemorative photograph. We also offer a
cookie cake to the class that collects the most bottles. (optional)

Since 2002 we have served over 16,000 families. Our services are
comprehensive with no qualifications and always provided at no charge.

milesperret.org

2130 Kaliste Saloom Rd, Ste 200
Lafayette, LA 70508

SIGN UP TODAY!

For more information or to schedule your Change for Miles
Campaign, please contact: Brittany Labbie, Event Manager, at
337-984-1920 or blabbie@milesperret.org

